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Thank you, …………………… and Mr. Ambassador. First of all – a brief look at the results from the very good  Spanish-Norwegian cooperation – in the deep forests of Norway – last Thursday – heavy rain, floodings, but nevertheless – Good company makes up for the weather  From the conference on the project regarding gender based violence and how to give the women practical possibilities – especially in work life. Inspiration from Spain to a small community in  Norway, working out ideas in practice.



Broadening the discrimination grounds 
- experiences and challenges 

Round table conference, 22. September 2015 
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…so lets move to today’s theme – and my presentation: what are the experiences and challenges connected to broadening the discrimination grounds in Norway?



The world’s first gender equality act  
- and gender equality ombud 
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First of all – a brief historic background 1978 – the world’s first Gender Equality Act – and Ombud was decided in Norway – A milestone in the work for gender equality and in particular improving the situation for women.No country had had a specific legislation defining discrimation, and stating that discimination against women is a violation of fundamental human rights.Now, nearly forty years later – we acknowledge that discrimination and lack of equality is a relevant question for several groups – so now; we have a legal framework covering several discrimination grounds, and the Equality and Anti-discrimination Ombud, established 2006,  has a mandate, which is much broader than the one Eva Kolstad had in her period from 1979.



The Equality and Anti-discrimination 
Ombud – who are we? 
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The Ombud’’s office was established In 2006An independent public administrative agencySubordinate to the Ministry of Children, Equality and Social Inclusion – where we get our budgets from, and the ombuds person is appointed by the Government.However, free from instruction from the Ministry – which means, we decide our own priorities and areas to work onApproximately 60 dedicated lawyers, social scientists, media experts and administratorsBudgets: 2015: appr. 6,4 mill EurosOur expertise is quite diverse – as our mandate; and the legislation we uphold..Working nationwide, the office is in Oslo, and most of the contact with individuals are based on email, telephone or mail. We have, i opposition to some other national equality bodies, no regional offices.



Our mandate 

• Assist individuals/persons 
– Guidance, complaints 

• Give guidance to employers 
• Work towards the  

authorities 
– Guidance 
– Criticism  

• Promote equality and 
combat discrimination 
– Campaigns 
– Debates 
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Our mandate more concrete:As you see, the mandate is rather broad – and that gives us a lot of tools for promoting euality, and combatting discrimination –  for example using the concrete discimination cases as a foundation for our promotional work. And – we have a unique possibility to see the various discrimination grounds in connection – we can draw konwledge from one area to another,Also some dilemmaes connected: Do people trust that we are neutral when we handle discrimination cases, as long as we also work promotionally – In some relations, representatives from empolyers’ organisations show scepticism against our mandate. This is one of the reasons for the Government’s plan for dividing the Ombud’s functions into one promotional equality body, and leaving the discrimination cases to the tribunal… 



From one to several discrimination 
grounds 

• Gender 
• Ethnicity 
• Religion 
• Disability 
• Age 
• Sexual orientation and 

gender identity/ 
expression 
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Since the first equality ombud was established in 1979 we have had a step-by-step development of the anti-discrimination legislation – as in the rest of Europe – according to – and maybe a bit further – than the directives.The situation in Norway today – there are several discrimination and equality laws – four in numbers, in addition to some chapters in other legislation, like the Working environment act, covering several discrimination grounds. Most dicsrimination grounds are protected in all areas in society – work life, education, housing, goods and services, health care and other public services.Age on the other hand, is only protected against discrimination in work life.From 2014 – we have protection against discrimination on the LGBT-area, in all areas of society. Homosexual couples for instance, may file a complaint to the ombud, should they be denied access to a night club.



Challenges 

Broadening the protection 
• Acknowledgement of the 

concept of discrimination 
  
 or 

 
• Weakening the idea of 

equality and 
discrimination? 
– Who needs protection 

against discrmination? 

Broadening the grounds 
• «One size fits all?» 

 
• Confidence? 
• Credibility? 
• Communication? 

 
 
• In one equality body? 
• Knowledge? 
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The challanges connected to broadening the discrimination grounds, appears in two aspects: First – there is a question whether increasing the numbers of protected areas, from a question of discrimination of mainly women, to including transpersons, disabled, elderly, etc. Although this question didn’t raise the most serious debates, I think we may say that questions have arisen; who really needs protection against discrimination? What about overweight? Different dietary preferances? Etc.Nevertheless – these are not the most demanding challanges for the Ombud’s institution – the challenges we have seen, have been more connected to the question of broadening the mandate of the Ombud – and let the Ombud handle a large variety of discrimination questions. Does really «one size fit all?»We have experienced concerns from gender equality orgnaisations, labour organisations, claiming that the work for gender equality, and especially improving the situation for women – would suffer. But also NGOs representing disabled, have been critical to implementing the various discriminations grounds in the samee office. There have been reised questions about how we can balance our efforts, and resurces, and whether we will have the necessary capacity to handle the important questions on the different areas.And – the questions are of course relevant – with a mandate covering several discrimination grounds, we have to prioritise, maybe in opposition to some of the organisations’ wishes.There is also a question of how we best can communicate with the different groups – the professional employers’ organisations, the young, nely educated, pregnant enginneer, the illiteral immigrant woman? Communicating to a homogenous group is much more convenient…
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And, not to forget – there are various challenges for the various groupsBroadening the discrimnation grounds – implies several more groups – with quite different challenges – not the same questions of discrimination for a young female pregnant employee, compared with a grown up pilot, reaching the retirement age – or a disabled child, not having access to her nearest school…There is obviously a large variety when talking about their resources too – imagine the resources being used by strong trade unions, compared to poor roma women begging on the street… They have hardly heard of usAlso a question about confidence and legitimacy – with such a broad mandate – how can we trust you will prioritize our questions?



Advantages 
• One size fits all 
• The root causes of discrimination 
• Human rights and equality 
• Transferring value 

– Gender equality work – impact on other 
discrimination grounds 

– Development of knowledge and legal framework 
• Effectiveness 

– Administration 
– Budgets 
– Personell  
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So – are there really no advantages having one ombuds’ office, dealing with a wide range of discrimination grounds?Of course – our experience is that there are more advantages than challenges.First of all – there are some «grunnleggende årsaker» for discrimination – these are the same, no matter what discrimination ground you are talking about – stereotypes, predominations, some people have the power to define the structures leading to exclusion, etc. Next – we have learned, and underline as oftenas we can – discrimination means violation of fundamental human rights – that counts for all discrimination grounds.Third – we clearly see that there is a genuin tranferring value – the work having been done on the gender equality area, has an important impact on the work on other discrimination grounds. We can build a valuable knowledge base. We have a unik possibility to see all the discrmination grounds in connection, we see that people may have been discriminated against on more than one ground – ethnicity and gender, as one example.. Or age annd ethnicity. This is definitely an important aspect working promotionally, and on a structural level.For the individuals who have been discriminated against, it is an advantage to be able to contact only one office, instead of several. It’s not always obvious why discirmination has happened – age, disability, gender, or a combination?I would also claim that employers benefit from having one national equality body to cooperate with and seek guidance from. Most equality work would claim the same approaches and activities, regardless of the discrimination ground.Last, but not least – one office means effectiveness in many aspects…



Intersectional/multiple discrimination 

• Discrimination is the same, whether you are 
discriminated against because of your gender, 
ethnicity, disability or for other reasons 
 

• One Ombud can see the various grounds of 
discrimination in conjunction and in their 
intersection 
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For some time, seen as crucial that discrimination on several grounds at the same time are taken into consideration to see the whole picture. No one is only gender, or only ethnicity – but a complex combination of several  characteristics - which in this combination may lead to discrimination against a person.One of the reasons for establishing one Ombud, and not several Ombuds dealing with each one discrimination ground; was to see the various grounds of discrimination in conjunction and in their intersection.If time  - or during discussion:We do especially see these intersectional questions rise in cases regarding minority women, claiming they are being discriminated against both bcause they are women and have a minority background – one example: thw women of Asiatic origin, wantede to chick in on a well known hotel in the centre of Oslo.They were denied, because the receptionist suspected they could be prostitutes. The ombud concluded this was discrimination on the ground of gender and etnicity in combination.



The users’ perspectives – an advantage 
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One very important advantade – These people are our Users’ committee – competent and engaged persons, representing various NGO’s. They represent their organisations and interests – but, through several years of cooperation with the ombud: Our experience – they now work across their own interests and priorities – cooperating on important matters, and really see the transferring value – as lobbying for a strong new comprehensive law, seeking the highest level of protection against discrimination and promoting equality



So, what now? 
• Dividing the Ombud’s tasks 

– «A strong promotional Ombud 
– The tribunal may handle discrimination cases 
– All discrimination grounds in both offices 
– New structure by 2018? 

• One comprehensive equality and anti-
discrimination law 
– From several laws to one law 
– Hamonising the legal framwork 
– Law proposal this autumn 
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To sum it up: The Government may now have taken a bit different approach to the question of one ombud – not for all discrimination grounds, but with regards to the various aspects of our mandate – A work is going on now, assessing the present system, planning presentation of recommendations in Mrch 2016, decisions for a new structure by the end of 2017, and the new structure into effect by 2018. We should expect that the changes in the structure will not have any impact on today’s system with one ombud for all discrimination grounds.Such approach should be in accordance with the planned proposal for a new comprehensive (universal) equality and anti-discrimination act – covering all discrimination grounds. Thank you for your attention – I look forward to an interesting discussion.
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